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ILD needs to make progress on understanding the needs for calibration
and alignment of the various subdetectors. This has come into focus recently
in the context of the request from the ILC Parameters Group to better
understand the need for “Z running for calibration”.

We have prepared a response on the Z running issue that is focussed on
the relative merit of some running at the Z for calibration and alignment.
The draft document has been distributed separately on 18th July. It does
not deal much with exactly how much data is needed to adequately calibrate
and align the detector.

We would like to request input from the subdetector groups on the fol-
lowing questions that are important for evaluating the overall minimal cali-
bration and alignment requirements of ILD.

QUESTIONS

1. Outline the strategy for alignment and calibration of your subdetector.

2. What calibration and alignment parameters need to be measured with
particles (either from collisions or cosmics) for your subdetector?

3. What precision is needed on the calibration and alignment parameters
for your subdetector? What is the basis for this assessment?

4. How many usable particles per sub-detector element are needed to
establish the calibration and alignment constants at the above level of
precision?

5. What particles and kinematic criteria are needed?

6. What is the smallest solid-angle subtended by an individual sub-detector
element?
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7. Does your subdetector plan to use power-pulsing?

8. Are cosmics useful for the alignment/calibration of your sub-detector?

9. Are beam halo muons useful for the alignment/calibration of your sub-
detector?

10. If power-pulsing is used, what is the e↵ective live-time percentage?

11. Is data with the magnetic field o↵ needed for your sub-detector?

12. On which time-scales do you anticipate that the alignment and/or
calibration of your sub-detector will be stable? In particular would
it be reasonable to assume that data collected over multiple running
periods in multiple years can be used collectively to refine the overall
calibration or alignment?

13. Do you foresee particular challenges in the alignment and calibration
of your subdetector?
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1. Calibration & alignment 
strategy

• Alignment: 
– stable within required precision 
– layer-wise (transverse) parameters sufficient 
– few tracks  

• Equalisation of cell responses: 
– MIPs: cosmic or muon beams (many layers simultaneously) 
– SiPM corrections: test bench parameters and LED system 

• Electromagnetic and hadronic scales, weight factors: 
– beam test of sample structures 
– should include boundary regions for dead material corrections 

• Monitoring ( = follow variations with time) 
– LED system to check SiPM stability 
– track segments add redundancy and cross-check 
– very insensitive to cell-wise variations 
– layer- and module-wise require smaller track statistics 
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2. Parameters to be determined 
with particles

• MIP response sufficient 
– was used in all test beams so far 
– averaged over areas of order m2, possibly few layers 

• was also tried with test beam data
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3. Required precision

• Studied in response to IDAG questions to LOI and documented in 
addendum and CAN-018 (2009) 

• Simulations of single hadrons and jets with different mis-calibration 
scenarios 

• Cell-wise 
– 50% (limited by track finding for calibration check) 

• Layer-wise 
– 15% 

• Global: 
– 5% RMS gives 2% for jets at 100 GeV, 6% at 500 GeV 
– fast variation: never observed, small constant term in TB 
– slow variation: temperature compensation and LED cross-check 
– easy to detect with small statistics 

• Global scale precision at jet level, beyond HCAL alone
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4. Required statistics

• MIP calibration: 1000 entries for 
3-4% precision 

• Test beam: typically 2 tracks per 
shower, 20 cells hit 

• MIP calibration: 1000 entries for 
3-4% precision 

• Test beam: typically 2 tracks per 
shower, 20 cells hit
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Figure 1: Required luminosity for 1000 identified tracks in hadronic events per HBU at Z0

resonance running in the barrel AHCAL. One half of the AHCAL is shown, with the z coor-
dinate of the interaction point at the lower left corner; z is measured here in units of tiles (3
cm).

realistic running times. However, the method is well suited for the determination of average
corrections for a sub-section of the detector, e.g. a layer in a module.

With 1000 identified tracks, a calibration precision of about 3% to 4% can be reached, as
demonstrated in studies on CALICE data. A higher number of entries does not significantly
improve the precision, while with lower numbers of around 500 to 600 entries, about 6% are
achievable. Below 300 identified tracks, a reliable fit is not possible.

At the Z pole, 1 pb−1 is sufficient to provide at least 1000 identified tracks per layer module
(one layer in a stave, there are 32 such modules in a complete barrel calorimeter layer) out to
AHCAL layer 20, while 20 pb−1 are necessary to reach out to the last AHCAL layer, layer 48.
One layer module has about 3000 individual cells. Splitting the calibration into finer parts,
such as individual electronic modules (HBU, a unit of 144 cells) requires correspondingly larger
data samples. However, 20 pb−1 at the Z pole would be sufficient for a 3% HBU by HBU
calibration of the first 20 layers in the calorimeter.

For the last layers in the calorimeter, also Z0 → µ+µ− events contribute significantly to
the overall statistics. The branching ratio is only 5% of the branching ratio into quarks, but
the muons do not suffer significant attenuation in the calorimeter, so they also reach the last
layers. In fact, for the last layer they contribute about the same number of identified tracks
as the tracks in hadronic showers, reducing the required integrated luminosity to 10 pb−1.

Figure 1 shows the required luminosity for an HBU by HBU calibration based on hadronic
Z0 decays as a function of the position in the AHCAL barrel. It is clearly apparent that the
first layers can be quickly calibrated to high precision with this method, while for the outer
layers higher integrated luminosities are needed.

At 500 GeV, significantly larger integrated luminosities are necessary to achieve the same
precision due to the much lower cross section. Less than 2 fb−1 will allow for a 3% calibration
for each layer-module out to layer 20, so even at full energy running a monitoring of the
calibration on the layer-module level will be possible. Also here, muons contribute to the
calibration of the last layers in the detector.
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• Z pole: 
– 1 pb-1 1000 tracks per layer in each module (3000 cells) up to layer 

20 
– 20 pb-1 for layer 48, 10 pb-1 if Z →µµ added, less if layers combined 

• 500 GeV: 
– 2 fb -1 1000 tracks per layer in each module (3000 cells) up to layer 20 
– 20 fb-1 for layer 48, less if outer layers combined
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5. Particle types, kinematics

• Any MIP will do 
• Any jet will do
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6. Smallest solid angle

• Cell at z=0 
– 0.032/2.22 = 0.2 milli-steradian
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7. power pulsing

• yes
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8. cosmics

• would be useful at surface  
– even with power pulsing  
– 70 min per layer, 1 day per HBU 

• but not underground
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9. beam halo muons

• useful 
• also with power-pulsing 
• even cell-wise calibration conceivable in end-cap
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10. power pulsing duty cycle

• 0.5-1% 
• some increase conceivable, re-assess when cooling 

system first design exits
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11. data with B=0

• not needed
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12. stability time scale

• No ageing effects of scintillators or SiMs have been 
observed 

• Data from different run periods can be combined to 
accumulate precision, e.g, on absolute energy scale 

• Has been done with test beam data 
– possibly adjusting for global shift due to changes of 

supplies
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13. challenges

• confidence built up during test beam 
• no particular challenges 

• some optimisations still to be done 
– active temperature compensation procedures 
– averaging of LED data  
– precision requirements for saturation correction
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